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INSTALLATION COMPLETED FOR COMMISSIONED LRAART
Ware Malcomb CEO & Artist Lawrence Armstrong Installs Commissioned Layered Vision Art Pieces

(May 2012) Irvine, California – Accomplished architect and CEO of Ware Malcomb, Lawrence R.
Armstrong completes the installation of two commissioned LRAart pieces. Lawrence was
commissioned by a long standing Ware Malcomb friend and client to create two unique Layered
Vision pieces for his home.

Titled “Sunrise Glow: Duette,” the commissioned pieces were inspired by an earlier piece in
Lawrence’s Layered Vision iPhone art series. The client commissioned Lawrence to create art
specifically intended to adorn the walls of his home’s large stairway.

The vibrant colors and whimsical style of “Sunrise Glow: Duette” draw on the natural light
illuminating the stairway. The matching acrylic on aluminum pieces hang 30 inches tall and 24
inches wide each.

Lawrence will be interviewed on this commissioned project, as well as his overall commissioning
process, for the November 2012 issue of ARTisSpectrum Magazine, a contemporary fine art
publication owned and operated by New York’s Agora Gallery.
About the Artist
Lawrence Armstrong is well known for his strategic, visionary approach to design and business.
His focus on creativity and innovation influence all of his artistic endeavors.
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He has been inspired by modern architects and artists. When he is not running Ware Malcomb,
Lawrence is working in his art studio or traveling with sketchbooks. His international travels
have influenced his art as well. He has traveled extensively throughout the world including
North America, Latin America, Europe, Japan and the Middle East.

"Layered Vision" reflects Lawrence's fascination with layers in the natural and built
environment, in space and time, as well as in intellect and emotions. To view his collection
please visit: lraart.com/gallery
More Information
For more information about Ware Malcomb or LRAart, please contact:
Ware Malcomb
10 Edelman, Irvine, California 92618
p. 949.660.9128
Contact: Ruth Brajevich, CMO, rbrajevich@waremalcomb.com
waremalcomb.com

LRAart
Contact: Carol Dunstan, CD Arts, 949.683.7026, caroldunstan@gmail.com
LRAart.com
facebook.com/LRAart
twitter.com/LRAart
betweencreation.com/lraart
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layered vision
sunrise glow: duette

acrylic | aluminum | 24” x 30”

artist
www.lraart.com
lraart@waremalcomb.com

dealer
C D - A R T S | www.CD-ARTS.com
CarolDunstan@gmail.com | 949.683.7026

